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Abstract 
 

Creating a structure to reduce clogging of drains due to leaves 
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Introduction 

 

 In Vancouver, the copious amounts of precipitation and fallen leaves have led 

to the clogging and the resulting flooding of many storm drains throughout the city. 

This has caused large amounts of damage and the city has been spending extravagant 

amounts of money in order to prevent and recover from these floods. By creating a 

structure to help prevent the clogging of the drains due to leaves, this project aims 

to prevent the subsequent flooding of storm drains throughout Vancouver, through 

cooperation with the Adopt-a-Catch-Basin program. 

 This project is focusing on 

developing a model of a curbside that 

could improve the conveyance of 

water into storm drains. The aim is to 

develop a structure that could be used 

in the catch basins to prevent their 

blocking and to prevent overland 

flooding from clogged drains. The aim 

is also to promote awareness of the 

structure through the use of posters, 

pamphlets and maps of the affected 

areas. Furthermore, the goal will be 

to implement the structure by 

cooperating with the City of Vancouver 

and its Adopt-a-Catch-Basin program.  

Figure 1. Final Prototype sitting on Catch 
Basin Grate 
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Background 
 

 Surrounding the lively atmosphere locals and tourists create in the ever-

evolving city of Vancouver, British Columbia are natural wonders – the North Shore 

Mountains and the Pacific Ocean. Vancouver is a city of natural beauty; however, 

these two geographical features are a catalyst for precipitation. Accordingly, the city 

experiences an average of 290 days of rainfall per year, with the greatest amount of 

precipitation occurring in the autumn month of November. The amalgamation of 

shedding leaves and heavy rainfall leads curbside drainage systems to become 

susceptible and prone to foliage allowing the obstruction of the flow of water; 

therefore, resulting in unwanted flooding of streets.  

 As the fall season approaches shortly, 

leaves and debris are slowly gathering above 

storm drainages all throughout the city. The 

contemporary situation – removal of leaves 

on the curbs and catch basins by the city of 

Vancouver or neighbourhood residents who 

are indifferent about the possible flooding 

problem – needs to be improved. The City of 

Vancouver has implemented the Adopt-a-

Catch-Basin program in order to improve the 

situation, however this still has room for 

further improvement. 

 In addition, the city has spent over $1 

million annually to pick up leaves blocking 

storm drains. Despite the city’s efforts, 

there have still been vast amounts of property damage reported as a result of the 

flooding of these drains. By developing a structure to prevent the clogging of drains, 

Figure 2. A clogged Catch Basin 
grate with flooding 
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the resulting flooding will decrease significantly. This in turn will lead to less money 

being spent to reduce and recover from the damage done due to the flooded drains. 

The City of Vancouver focuses on creating livable, sustainable, and affordable 
communities. The City Plans related to our project are the 2020 Action Plan - 
Greenest City and Resilient Vancouver Strategy 2018.	

The Greenest City Action Plan is a strategy for staying on the leading edge of 
urban sustainability. Drain Forest project is not directly related to the goals and 
targets of the 2020 Action Plan - Greenest City, but there is some common ground. 
For example, in the goals:	

• GC2020 Zero Waste: During the autumn months, leaves collected in 
the streets and from Vancouver homes are used to make compost 
soil. 

• GC2020 Clean Water: Cleaning storm drains prevents flooding which 
could lead to contaminants entering the water system. 

On the other hand, Drain Forest project is embedded in the City vision to build 
a “vibrant and inclusive neighbourhood” and a healthy ecosystem. Since flooding 
causes many impacts which could deteriorate the liveability in the urban space, Drain 
Forest project could help to increase the quality of life in that space.	

In this way, our project also meets some interests of the Resilient Vancouver 
Strategy 2018, in that preventing clogging drains is also preventing flooding in the 
streets.	

For both plans, community engagement is an important component, and this 
project could improve neighbourhood participation. 	
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Methodology 
 

Our Challenge 

 Our group decided to do Project Topic 7, which is to create a device that 

would help prevent the flooding of drains caused by fallen leaves.  

 

Real Life Examples  

 Our instructors, Mike Smith-Cains and Andrew Egan, advised the class at the 
beginning of our course to look for cities that were using something similar to our 
project topics to get data and research. Right away, one of our members Samea 
Barcelos, showed us a few examples in Brazil that involved catch basins and 

collecting garbage. One of a 
Brazilian businessman who created a 
“smart manhole” to prevent garbage 
from entering the sewers. Other one 
is from the City of Sao Paulo, where 
they have an existing public service 
to clean and collect street garbage. 
They are using another type of 
“smart manhole” as well (Qual 
Imóvel - Notícias). The last example 
is from a company, which provides 
sustainable solution devices for 
cities. Another example of this is a 
sensor which is used for garbage 
collection for the drain to signal 
when it is needing to be emptied 

(Netsensorsdobrasilcombrns).   

 All these examples have a 

similar design which a basket is attached inside the manhole or catch basin which is 

covered by a drain grate.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Brazilian Business Man and his 
Device 
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Adopt-a-Catch Basin Program  

 The City of Sao Paulo cleaning service inspired us to see if there was a similar 
service here in Vancouver already. Soon, we found the Adopt-a-Catch Basin Program 
(Adopt-a-catch-basin). We learned that it was a program created by the city which 
utilizes volunteers who adopt and routinely check their catch basin. There was a 
website that had an interactive map (Figure 4) of all the catch basins in Vancouver 
from adopted or needing some care. We decided that we would create our project as 
an add-on for the program. We studied the rules that the program has for volunteers 
on how to clean for the grate and how this would apply to our design (Certificate of 
Adoption). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Screenshot of Adopt-a-Catch Basin Interactive Map of the Olympic Village 
Area 
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Design Principles and Limitations  

 From the real-life examples, we saw that these all used a basket in their 

design. This aspect is something we could not use because of the restrictions the City 

of Vancouver has about lifting the grates. Therefore, our design could not be like the 

real-life examples with a basket. We had to look for a design would sit on the surface 

and not under the grate. We still knew we wanted to allow water through but 

prevent leaves from the entering the grate. 

 

Brainstorming Designs  

 We started brainstorming designs. We looked at different filters used for 

shower drains, kitchen sinks, and constructions sites. With these filters, we that 

some would sit top of the drain while others would be inserted into the drain’s 

grate. 

 

Four Designs  

 At this point, we had brainstormed 

four different designs for our prototype 

created by Marria Aranas (Figure 5): The 

Groyne, a structure that would sit near 

the grate in the direction of the water 

flow and act in the same fashion a groyne 

does to trap sediment from eroding 

beaches (“Groyne”); The ‘Pole Poke’, a 

structure that has poles which go into the 

grate to direct water down these poles 

and to trap leaves from entering the 

grate from their positioning and 

placement in the grate (Why Do You Use 

a Glass Rod When Pouring Liquid?); The 

Cap Cover, a structure that would cover 

By: Marria Aranas 

Figure 5. Four possible prototype designs 
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the grate completely and have openings near the base that are large enough for 

water but not enough for leaves to go through; and finally, the basket, a structure 

that would sit under the grate and catch leaves as they go through it. We knew that 

the basket was not a design we could actually use, but we included it as a design we 

have found that does work from the case studies. 

 

The Creation of GIS Map of the Flooding  

 The creation of the GIS map of the flooding was a continuous creation 

throughout the project just like our design for the prototype. We decided in our 

scope and scale that we would create a map as a visual aid for explaining the need of 

our prototype and where our device could be implemented when needed. This map 

appears in our pamphlet to show this information. The members who were involved 

in the creation of this map are Samea Barcoles and McNeil Fiesta.  
 

 The GIS map was created with QGIS. They first found a shapefile layer for 

catch basins throughout the city on the Opendata Vancouver. Then they used google 

satellite as the background to easily represent the location of the basins. Their next 

step was using the Adopt-a-Catch Basin Map located on their website which showed 

“needy” catch basin (Figure 4). Then they located an area in the Olympic Village 

which had news coverage of the most flooding, and isolated the “needy” catch basins 

from the Adopt-a-Catch Basin Map on QGIS. On QGIS, they created a shapefile dots 

layer that has the “needy” catch basin locations within the selected area. Then they 

created a shapefile layer which showed the visual correlations with the catch basin 

shapefile and the locations of the “needy” catch basins from the Adopt-a-Catch Basin 

map. Finally, they created a map layout showing the Olympic Village “needy” catch 

basins (Figure 6). 
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Roadblocks  

 At this point we ran into several roadblocks. We had four designs and we could 

not decide on which to pursue. We wanted to get more information about the Adopt-

a-Catch Basin program to base our decision on. However, we could not find the 

people who are in charge of the program other than the City of Vancouver. We also 

wanted to get the dimensions of the catch basin grates and the street curb so that 

we could start planning out the dimensions of the prototype, but we could not find 

any information that was available to the public. In addition, we could not find any 

database about the locations of flooding or data on any flooding that was caused by 

clogged drains in the City of Vancouver. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Final GIS Map Image of the Olympic Village Area 
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Contact with City Partner and Midway Presentation  

 At this point, we emailed our CityStudio Partner, Ileana Costrut, to see if she 

could get us in contact with someone from the City of Vancouver who was in charge 

of the Adopt-a-Catch Basin Program, and who could get us the dimensions for the 

catch basins and street curbs. Soon we got in contact with Joshua Hensman, the 

Liquid Waste Program Coordinator for the City of Vancouver. We were able to meet 

with him in person and present to him our Midway Presentation, which constituted 

everything written up to now.  

 During this meeting with Joshua, we were able to ask him 

questions about the Adopt-a-Catch Basin Program. We 

learned that the program has no data on flooding because 

this was considered too small scale to worry about based off 

previous flooding and Joshua encouraged us to create this 

map for our project. We were also informed that the 

program has around one thousand volunteers involved and 

there was no restriction of how many catch basins they 

could adopt, and that there are currently two thousand and 

five hundred out of the forty-five thousand catch basins 

existing in Vancouver which have been adopted. If we were to implementation this 

device, he believed that the roughly fifty volunteers who responded to the 

promotional video for the program are the people we want to look at to use first. We 

also learned that there is a centre that provides vests and rakes for the volunteers to 

use. For our design, he suggested two important features: a mesh and an eco-friendly 

material. The mesh, he thought, would not only block the leaves from entering the 

grate, but also prevent any garbage from the street from entering, too. For the eco-

friendly material, he suggested that we should research to avoid using a material 

that would deteriorate over time resulting in microplastics, if we decided to go with 

a plastic material.  

 Joshua did not have the dimensions of the catch basins or street curb on hand, 

but he emailed us them shortly after our meeting. 

Figure 6. Adopt-a-
Catch Basin Logo 
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Meeting with Andrew Egan and New Design  

 After our Midway Presentation, we meet with our instructor, Andrew Egan, 

about what we would do from here. During this meeting, we discussed with him 

about our thoughts of our designs because we were stuck on which to choose. He 

helped us to mix two of our designs with the Cap and the Basket into a new design. 

This New Design would have a structure that would sit on top like the Cap and have a 

wire mesh over the top of it like the basket. We decided to pursue this new design 

because it sounded more plausible for us to make. We were encouraged to pursue 

this new design when we found a YouTube clip of a leaf gutter guard that look 

similar in design and function that this new design had (Flat Roof Doctor, 00:03:10 - 

00:07:09). 

 

Consultation with Makerspace  

 After meeting with Egan, we spoke with Don Gillard, the Makerspace 

technician and showed him our cardboard and mesh mock-up of our project and what 

we wanted to achieve by using the Makerspace. We wanted to use the Makerspace 

equipment at the beginning of the project for our design but we had not talked with 

them until now because we did not have a design we wanted to run with. He 

suggested that we use the Trotec Laser to print out the slats for our project. We 

decided to use the basal birch plywood. Gillard warned us that this material would 

likely split apart because it would get wet when we would do the testing with it. We 

decided to go with the plywood because we could print out more for showcasing if 

the design proved successful during testing. 

 

Drafting and Printing of the Prototype  

 After meeting with Gillard, Marria Aranas drafted out the measurements for 

the cover design on paper and then transferred them into Adobe Illustrator for the 

Trotec Laser Cutter. The images below are the first measurements that were done 

for the prototype and created by Marria Aranas (Figure 7 & 8).  
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Printing Errors for the Prototype  

 The first prototype printed did not give us the results we wanted during the 

testing. This printed prototype had a few errors when we put it together: the 

position of the beveled edges was on the bottom of the long slats instead of the top, 

there were only six gaps for the smaller slats to connect with the longer ones, and 

Figure 8. Part Two of the First Prototype Design in Adobe Illustrator 

 

Figure 7. Part One of the First Prototype Design in Adobe Illustrator 
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these gaps were too small for the smallest slats to fit in which left them sitting a 

few millimeters out of the gaps (Figure 9). 
 

  

 

Testing the Printed Prototype and Back-up Prototype  

 We used this prototype for our testing because it still gave us the overall 

structure we wanted despite the printing errors. The testing was done by Brenna 

Short using a garden hose and fallen leaves on a roughly flat driveway (Figure 10). 

What she found that prototype did not work as we wanted it to. She observed that 

when leaves were piled on one end of the prototype with running water coming at it, 

the water would pool around where the leaves piled up and not go through under the 

leaves nor the structure. She decided to test a backup prototype which was made of 

a wire basket, leaf gutter mesh, and twist ties (Figure 11). This prototype did not 

have the same pooling and instead allowed water to properly flow through. 
 

Figure 9. First Printed Prototype with Errors sitting on Catch Basin Grate 
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Figure 10. Photo of the testing done 

with First Printed Prototype with Errors 

 

Figure 11. Photo of the testing done 

with Basket and Mesh Design 

 

Modifications on Prototypes and More Prototypes  

 After these test trials, we made two more prototypes with modifications we 

believed would give us new results. These modifications did not change the 

measurements drastically. One modification was to make the two long slats longer 

than they were (Figure 12). The other modification was to shrink the gaps between 

the slats (Figure 13). For these modifications, the gaps for the connecting slats was 

bigger so that all the pieces are flushed together. 
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Figure 12. Photo of First Modifications 

with longer slats 

 

Figure 13. Photo of Second Modifications 

with smaller gaps between slats 

 

 Also, one different design look was made with the same design principles. This 
design consists of two poles that connects several slats with different lengths to sit 
on top of a grate.  This design is not included because we did not fully complete it. 

 

More Testing with Modifications 

 Another test was done using our first 

prototype with leaf wire mesh used for 

gutters attached on one end of the structure 

(Figures 14 & 15). The same place and 

equipment were used for this test. This 

addition was successful in achieving what we 

wanted the prototype to do. Leaves were 

piled on the end with the mesh in place, and 

the water from the hose went through and 

under the structure, unlike the first test 

Figure 14. Photo of First Printed 
Prototype mesh 
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without the mesh. This result showed us 

that the mesh in an integral part of the 

prototype design to work. We ended up not 

using the other prototypes for testing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Top view of First 
Printed Prototype with mesh on 

the side  
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Creating Final Prototype 

 As a group, we added mesh to create our final prototype. 

      

    

 

  

Figure 16. Adding mesh to the Prototype 
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Outcomes 

 

The following deliverables have been produced by this project: 

Prototype – Drain Forest 

 Drain Forest employs a sturdy base structure made from interlocking slats for 

structural support, with gaps under each slat present to aid in water flow. This base 

is covered in a diamond mesh to stop leaves while allowing water to pass through. 

The beveled edges of our prototype are geared towards removing sharp edges to 

make the design user friendly. These beveled edges also allow leaves to climb up the 

edge of the structure rather than becoming stacked at the sides when leaves come in 

contact with it. The goal of the structures design is to increase the time available to 

clear drains before they flood. The Illustrations below are of the Prototype Structure 

that is underneath the mesh (Figure 17, 18, & 19).  
 

 

 

Figure 17. Illustration of Front 	
View of Prototype Structure	

 

   

Figure 19. Illustration of Top 

View of Prototype Structure 
     

 

 
Figure 18. Illustration of Side View of Prototype 

Structure 
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 The prototype that we have now is meant only to display the concept of the 

prototype. The materials used to assemble it are not for the actual implementation 

(Figure 20).  
 

 

Figure 20. Photo of Final Prototype on Catch Basin Grate 

 

Trial Run 

A simulation of a real-life situation was done with a 

hose in order to test and record Drain Forest’s 

effectiveness – based on water flow through 

structure with and without leaves blocking the 

waters path. 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Photo of Testing 
with First Printed Prototype 

with mesh 
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Poster 

A visual promotion/summary of Drain Forest, appearing at HUBBUB. 

 

Figure 22. Poster of Drain Forest  
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Pamphlet 

A more detailed explanation (compared to the poster) of the specifics of Drain Forest 

and its application. 	

 

 Figure 23. Drain Forest Pamphlet, Front Cover 	
     	

	
           Figure 24. Drain Forest Pamphlet, Back Cover 
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Mapping 

A visual explanation of the areas affected by drain flooding and the areas of possible 

application of Drain Forest (Figure 24 & 25). This has been incorporated into the 

pamphlet.  

 

Figure 25. Screenshot of Adopt-a-Catch	

Basin Interactive Map of Olympic Village 

Area	

  
Figure 26. Screenshot of GIS Map of the	

Olympic Village Area	

 

Implementation plan 

Drain Forest will be implemented through a partnership with the City run Adopt-a-

Catch-Basin program.  
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Path forward 

 

 Drain Forest will be implemented through a partnership with the City run 

Adopt-a-Catch-Basin program. To do so, more information will need to be gathered 

from Drain Forest, for example: Who are the most enthusiastic individuals who could 

participate in initial trials and how do we get Drain Forest out to them. At this time, 

our rough plan is to have Drain Forest be available for pick up from a central 

location, similarly to how rakes and safety vests are currently distributed by the 

program. 

 Some remaining questions include what material the final product will be 

made of and who will be in charge of the creation of Drain Forest. How to keep Drain 

Forest in place and what will be done during out-of-season months are also future 

considerations. 
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Conclusion 

 

 In summary, our project is not directly related to 2020 Action Plan but is still 

embedded in City’s vision. Our project focuses on creating a structure, Drain Forest, 

that will reduce clogging of Vancouver drains by leaves with the aim of increasing 

reaction time and reducing flooding. Drain Forest will be implemented through 

cooperation with the City of Vancouver and its Adopt-a-Catch-Basin program. 
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